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Lukas Plank
Comics and Truth
Why Non-Fiction Comics need Rules
A comic can tell the story of almost anything: a single atom, the entire solar
system, the past, future events, dreams and thoughts. All this, and more, can be
depicted. When presenting facts, a certain artistic licence can be deployed if,
for instance, the author wants to emphasise important details; likewise, aspects
he or she deems irrelevant can be left out. Moreover, questions and issues can
be laid out that are difficult or even impossible to portray photographically
or cinematically (see Jüngst 2010, 182 or for example Ahmed 2015, Butler/
Bresciani/Raymond 1968, Cannon/Cannon/Schultz 2010, Eisner 2008, Harder
2010, Leake 2015, and Warner 2015).
However, when the cartoon strip sets out its version of information, events,
objects and people, it can also result in a distortion of reality. The graphic
may not always make clear exactly how something looks or the precise way
in which something happened. And even where documentary images exist,
the comic strip representation of the non-fictional is always coloured by artistic
interpretation (see Sacco 2012, XIf.).
Many journalists and artists who make use of comics as a medium are perfectly aware of this circumstance; many do not see any problem in the fact
that comics journalism is a fundamentally subjective form of expression. As
comic strip artist Josh Neufeld puts it in an interview, "[…] comics journalism
has some leeway that other types of journalism may not. It’s a mixture of
journalism and art, and to me the 'art' part gives license to reconstruct some
scenes – if it serves the truth of the larger story." (Neufeld 2012). In the preface
to Creating Comics as Journalism, Memoir, and Nonfiction, Neufeld goes further:
"[...] I reserve the right to compress scenes, eliminate minor characters, and even
(in rare cases) invent dialogue – as long as these techniques serve to convey
the emotional truth of the story." (Neufeld 2016, xi.). In the preface to his book
Journalism, comic strip artist Joe Sacco writes, "The cartoonist draws with the
essential truth in mind, not the literal truth, and that allows for a wide variety
of interpretations to accommodate a wide variety of drawing styles." (Sacco
2012, XII.). From this standpoint, it is not a matter of accurately reproducing
everything in photographic detail; what counts is rather the overall truth of
the account of what has happened. Sacco's consciously subjective journalistic
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Fig. 1: Sacco 2011, 1.
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comic strips may be understood as a criticism of the journalistic quality criterion of
'objectivity' (see Dong 2015, Gardner 2015, Macdonald 2015, Singer 2015).
All these considerations do not, however, mean that no limits to artistic freedom
are recognized where facts are involved. Like many comic artists who depict real
events in their work, Sacco is convinced that representation should be as close to
the truth as possible, noting "[…] anything that can be drawn accurately should
be drawn accurately […]" (Sacco 2011, 1; Fig. 1; see also Duncan/Stoddard/Taylor
2016, 102ff).
A brief survey of existing non-fictional comics shows that their authors, whether
artists, scientists or others, have very different ideas of how much artistic licence
is appropriate when presenting facts (see for example Benson 2011, Cannon/Cannon/Zander 2010, Cunningham 2012, Delisle 2012, Fagerstrom/Smith 2011, Feindt/
Schraven 2015, Hamann/Leinfelder/Zea-Schmidt 2012, Harder 2010, Igort 2012, Jysch
2012, Sousanis 2015, Ulrich 2005 and Plank 2013, 93ff.). A non-fictional comic may
be exclusively based on the experiences of the artist, or contain information that
has been garnered from a variety of sources. Several comic narratives recount only
real events but contain imaginary figures or quotes.
For the media consumer, this means a multifaceted and confusing range of non-fictional comics. This poses a problem where terms such as 'comics journalism' are
used. Benjamin Woo writes on this issue: "Given the dominance of the discourses of
objectivity and verification in the journalistic field, I maintain that the label 'comics
journalism' is misleading." (Woo 2010, 176; cf. Singer 2015, 69ff.) The issue is one that
is not limited to graphic art. The term 'journalism' itself is exceptionally diverse:
It can be interpreted in different ways and understood from the viewpoint of a
particular quality standard (see Fabris 2001, 43ff.; Funiok 2006, 192: Ruß-Mohl 1992,
85; Karmasin 1998, 322ff.). Rules and standards have become established where
journalism, in general, is concerned, and these are applied in the quality media
(see Karmasin 2010, 226ff. and Duncan/Stoddard/Taylor 2016, 240.). They enable
individual works to be compared and verified – albeit with limitations. For comics
journalism or comics that present facts, there are no such uniform rules and criteria.
A recent exception to this is Creating Comics as Journalism, Memoir and Nonfiction
(see Duncan/Stoddard/Taylor 2016). This is not to say that comics in themselves are
less suited to representing facts than other journalistic forms. As noted above, many
comic artists are extremely conscious of the extent to which one is permitted to
interpret or manipulate when representing the real. It would seem a useful question
to ask what consistent rules and standards should apply specifically to non-fictional
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comics. Existing journalism ethics can, of course, be applied to comics journalism,
but this raises the question of how to interpret individual guidelines and whether
these could even be adhered to in practice. The Code of Ethics of the Society of
Professional Journalists instructs journalists to "[n]ever deliberately distort facts or
context, including visual information. Clearly label illustrations and reenactments."
(SPJ's National Convention in Nashville, Tennessee 2014.) The Code of Ethics of the
National Press Association points to the following requirements: "Editing should
maintain the integrity of the photographic images' content and context. Do not
manipulate images or add or alter sound in any way that can mislead viewers or
misrepresent subjects." (National Press Photographers Association 2012). And the
Press Code of the German Press Council says, "Where an illustration, in particular
a photograph, may be perceived from a cursory reading as a documentary image,
where it is in fact an example, appropriate clarification is required." (Deutscher
Presserat 2015). In the following, I attempt an overview of current rules, standards,
and strategies for assuring journalistic quality in non-fictional comics.
So that readers may assess where a specific comic lies on the spectrum between
the poles of fact and fiction, it seems sensible to inform them how the story
arose and what information sources were used. It would also seem important to
ensure transparency with respect to any manipulation of graphic and non-graphic
elements to give readers clarity.
One way of ensuring transparency would be to provide prefaces. Turning to journalism once again, we can note that Sacco's written preface to the collection of
comic strip stories gives the reader a feeling of the author's method of working, his
view of objectivity, and the rules to which he, as a comic strip journalist, adheres
(see Sacco 2012, pp. XIff.). The comic book artist Jessica Abel also furnishes her Out
on the Wire. The Storytelling Secrets of the New Masters of Radio with a preface – albeit
a graphic one. In it, she explains how the comic came about. She also lays down
her treatment of quotations (see Abel 2015, 6.; Fig. 2).
Transparency can naturally be achieved beyond the confines of a preface or
afterword. For example, source material can be made available even if it is not
comprehensive. Printed transcripts in the form of an appendix or links to material,
photographs, and audio or video clips also help the reader to gain an impression
of how much the images and words have been manipulated. Footnotes can be
used to direct the reader to a source used for a cartoon panel. It is also possible to
place particularly important sources – such as photographs or documents – directly
in the comic strip or to make them available via links. In his comic strip What is
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Fig. 2: Abel 2015, 6.
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Fig. 3: Kramer 2012, n. p.
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Comics Journalism?, Dan Archer provides links in panels and in other places to
online articles – one click suffices and the website with the relevant source material
opens. (Archer 2011). Other examples show that background or source material
can be integrated into web comics in the form of audio files and video clips (see
for example Cagle 2012, Gennis 2014, Ndula 2014, Ndula 2013, Ortiz/Paim/Piccini
2013 and Radl 2012).
Prefaces and afterwords, attachments, footnotes, links, photographs, videos, sound
recordings and so on can show where information comes from and give readers
an idea of whether that information has been altered in the presentation. This
applies not only to graphic but also to non-graphic aspects, for instance, the text
in speech bubbles, where there is limited space for quotes.
Josh Kramer publishes the comics journalism magazine The Cartoon Picayune. Generally, only direct quotes are given in its speech bubbles (see Plank 2013, XXXVIII.).
Where one comic departs from this rule, Kramer has opted to add a note: "Some
dialogue below and on the following pages is comedic fiction inspired by reporting."
(Kramer 2012, n. p.; Fig. 3).
Comics can also feature non-fictional content that takes place in a fictional field
of action (see for example Benson 2011, Cannon/Cannon/Schultz 2010, Donna et
al. 2011, and Krause et al. 2016). However, where a comic appears to be concerned
with real life, it would seem reasonable to require that basic journalistic standards
be applied (see for example Deutscher Presserat 2015, SPJ's National Convention
in Nashville, Tennessee 2014 and National Press Photographers Association 2012).
It should not be permissible for quotations to be made up, relayed in the wrong
context, or abbreviated to the extent that core statements are lost. It seems similarly
inappropriate to invent people, objects and events, or to manipulate their placement in time and space. Deviations from these regulations need not be ruled out
completely, but it should be clear where they occur. Substantial changes should
be signalled as such – something that has been invented may not be sold as true.
Once the chosen journalistic approach, conditions of production, and degree of
manipulation or abstraction are made transparent and the depicted subject matter
is placed in its context, readers will be better equipped to attach a classification
to the non-fictional comic (see Plank 2013, 101ff.). One could also imagine every
panel being labelled with a symbol: this would allow the source of information
presented to be made clear at a glance (see Plank 2013, 111ff.). It would also seem to
be a good idea to give readers the opportunity to provide feedback and criticism
(see Plank 2013, 124ff.).
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Fig. 4: Own figure based on Plank 2014, 9.

The authors and artists engaged in producing a non-fictional comic should ask
numerous 'visual questions'. "When relying on eyewitness testimony, I ask pertinent
visual questions: How many people were there? Where was the barbed wire? Were
the people sitting or standing?" (Sacco 2012, XII.).
Writing a short newspaper article about an event requires only a little core information. In most cases, the portrayal of the same event in a comic, on the other
hand, requires far more information. If someone is attacked on an open street with
a knife, a few supplementary details are enough to portray the event in an article.
But to do justice to the truth in a comic, numerous visual aspects are relevant: What
kind of surroundings did the event take place in? How late in the day was it? How
was the weather? What was the knife like? Was the attacker male or female? What
type of clothing was he or she wearing? How exactly did the attack come about?
Only when these and other questions have been answered should the event be
represented in an exhaustive drawing (Plank 2014, 9; Fig. 4).
Other graphic non-fictional forms of representation are often dependent on 'visual
information', too. In journalistic texts where there is a lack of visual information, the
writer's interpretation and manipulation of issues will to some extent be transferred
to the reader. Whenever an event is described in a newspaper article, its readers
may form dramatically different impressions. The problem of manipulation is thus
not restricted to comics. For example, interview scripts are normally reworked;
photographs may seem to reproduce reality in an unfiltered manner, but may, in
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fact, have undergone various types of editing. The very selection of an image is a
type of manipulation (see Haller 2008, 342f.; Littek 2011, 64; Miener 2004, 54f. and
Freund 1997, 7).
This puts the call for a discussion about quality criteria for non-fictional comics in
a broader context. However, it does not make it less relevant. In comics, almost
everything can be made concrete, as image and words – and often with comparatively little expense or effort. The particular strength of the medium should
be accompanied by a heightened sensibility for the associated opportunities to
manipulate the truth.
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